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Multilingual Matters

If you have any enquiries about this book, please do not hesitate to email us: info@multilingual-matters.com              

This volume helps expand our understanding of the way language learning is always geosemiotically structured – sometimes hindering or closing off 
access, other times opening up powerful new opportunities. I applaud the editors for bringing together such a distinctive, diverse array of case studies.
Crispin Thurlow, University of Bern, Switzerland

This exciting collection on ‘educationscapes’ expands the frontiers of research into ‘schoolscapes’ by examining Linguistic Landscapes of both formal and 
informal institutions. Transcending conventional boundaries of age, from pre-school children through to adult migrant learners, the chapters draw on 
data as diverse as blackboards, picture books, outdoor learning, and leaflets to highlight the potential for educationscapes to inform our understanding 
of our world.
Robert Blackwood, University of Liverpool, UK

The educational turn in linguistic and semiotic landscapes studies is advanced 
through this volume’s broad and detailed analyses. Empirical examinations of 
interconnections among language, signs, space and practices combine with 
action research on mobilising linguistic landscapes as pedagogical resources to 
address scholars and practitioners alike.

Edina Krompák is Head of Research and Development at Schaffhausen 
University of Teacher Education, Switzerland. Her research interests include 
linguistic landscapes in educational contexts, multilingual language use and 
identity, translanguaging and multilingual play in early childhood.

Víctor Fernández-Mallat is Assistant Professor of Spanish Linguistics at 
Georgetown University, USA. His research interests include sociolinguistics, 
language attitudes, address forms, Spanish in the US and linguistic landscapes.

Stephan Meyer is Deputy Director of the Language Centre at the University of 
Basel, Switzerland. His interests include scholarly discourse, multilingualism 
and social theory. 
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Programm 
 
 

Datum 

Ort 

12.00-12.15 Uhr 
 
 
 

12.15-12.35 Uhr 
 

 
 

12.35-13.00 Uhr  
 

Anmeldung  
 

 
 

Online-Teil-
nahme 

13. Mai 2022, 12.00-13.00 Uhr 
 

Campus Muttenz, Hofackerstrasse 30, Raum: 03.O.21 
 

Musik: Krishnasol Jiménez Moreno (Barockgitarre) 
Begrüßung und Eröffung: Prof. Dr. Elena Makarova (Direktorin des 
Instituts für Bildungswissenschaften der Universität Basel)  

 
Introduction by Anna Roderick (Multilingual Matters) online 
Short input: Linguistic Landscape and Teacher Education by Edina 
Krompák (PHSH, University of Basel)  
Short input: Educationscapes by Stephan Meyer (University of Basel)  
  
Apéro  

 
Anmeldeschluss ist der 9. Mai 2022 
stephanie.renggli@unibas.ch 
 
 
https://zoom.us/j/98206464220?pwd=QklLSHhSS3hwY1FYNnFnVElIV0FJZz09 

 

 


